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Mater a Non Medica

Fonts and font covers

Fonts are by no means the least interesting of church furnishings.
Their simple components-bowl, stem, and base-afford a wide
range of design and decoration.
The simplest font is a boulder, hollowed by nature in its upper face.

A boulder brought from the Holy Land provides an impressive font in
the baptistery of Coventry Cathedral. Saxon fonts are large and tub-
shaped. Their decoration, with rare exceptions, was negligible. The
font in Deerhurst Priory, the outstanding exception, is richly carved
with trumpet spirals and vine leaves. Norman fonts were also mostly
tub-shaped. Decoration, although crude, is a noteworthy feature. The
massive circular font at Kirkburn, East Yorkshire, has plait work in a

central horizontal band; above this are biblical scenes and below
strange beasts. Cable pattern surrounds the rim and biblical scenes,
such as the Last Supper and the Descent from the Cross, decorate the
bowl of the superb tub-font at North Grimston, East Yorkshire.
Figures of the 12 Apostles surround the bowl of the font in Hereford
Cathedral. One of the finest fonts, late Norman, is at Thorpe Salvin in
South Yorkshire. Its bowl is decorated with beaded arcades; four are

occupied by carvings representing the four seasons; another two
contain a scene of baptism. The font at Milbury Bubb, Dorset, was
fashioned from part of a Saxon Cross but in a way which left the
figures upside down.

Fonts of the Early English period are square or multiangular; their
finish is finer, and the decoration, if more restrained, is more precise;
by this time, the chisel had replaced the axe. The square font at
Tickencote in Rutland is decorated with interlaced, rounded arches;
each of its four corners has dogtooth ornament, topped by a small
portrait.

Fonts at Tickencote, Rutland (left) and Saxmundham, Norfolk.

Fonts of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries are outstanding in
their design and decoration. Some, such as that at Walsolken, Norfolk,
depict the seven sacraments. At Saxmundham, Norfolk, the bowl
bears the emblems of the four Evangelists, alternating with angels;
sturdy he-men, armed with clubs, guard the stem.
Modem fonts include the over-ornate font by William Butterfield

(1850) in St Mary of Ottery, Devon. It has a Byzantinesque cover and
the whole of the font is decorated with a mosaic of small squares of
coloured marble. The font in Milton Abbey (designed by Jerican) is
guarded by two life-sized, white marble women representing Faith and
Victory; a small shell-like bowl is at their feet.

Black marble from Tournai was a rare choice but is found in the
twelfth century font in Winchester Cathedral, which is decorated with
scenes from the life of St Nicholas, and in the font which is in Lincoln
Cathedral.

Fonts of lead are also rare, some
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Font covers were introduced in

MK 4 1236 when the then Archbishop of

ii Canterbury ordered fonts to be
covered and locked. The first covers

- 1 i ¢> were flat wooden lids fitted with a

padlock. In the fifteenth century and

subsequently elaborate covers were
in the form of substantial pyramids
or of ogee design. One of the earliest

and most elaborate is the superb

wooden, gothic, pyramid, about 8 ft

high, at Well in North Yorkshire,

KirkbumEast Yorkshire. I
constructed in 1435 AD. It is raised

Yorkshirand lowered by a rope which

connects with a counterpoise. Similar, but later, covers are at Skipton
and Halifax. The most remarkable cover or, more accurately, canopy is
that of Bishop Cosin (1594-1672) in Durham Cathedral. He was also

responsible for the fine panelling in churches in his diocese, such as
that at Sedgefield.-c POLSON (emeritus professor of forensic medi-

cine, Harrogate).

Beginners, please

Scene: an auditorium. The houselights are on and the stage is bare.

Enter two DOCTORS and a SOLICITOR, each carrying big square spot-
lights and rolls of black insulated cable. They place these on the floor.

Exeunt, panting. Enter a TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, carrying a huge toolkit

in a blue metal holdall. He stands centre-stage, gazing upwards
thoughtfully. Re-enter DOCTORS, sweating, with more lights and cables.

They ask how much more stuff there is. They groan and exeunt.

Noises off. SOLICITOR drags an enormous stepladder onstage. He and

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR set it upright, and by pulling ropes and levers

extend it precariously to its full height of 15 feet. They look at each

other. Re-enter FIRST DOCTOR. They send him up ladder and pass him
spotlights, which he hangs from bars in the roof.

Disturbance at back of the hall. Enter several RUDE MECHANICALS

carrying a piano. They place it in the rear stalls. SECOND DOCTOR

re-enters and suggests it should go onstage. RUDE MECHANICALS register
amazement, clutch their lumbar muscles, and refer to their job
description. TECHNICAL DIRECTOR issues a brief command. Piano is

moved and RUDE MECHANICALS exeunt muttering.
Enter DOCTORS' WIVES, carrying expensive parcels, followed by

DOCTORS' CHILDREN, sucking lollipops. WIVES gasp and point.
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR assures them ladder is safe and, anyway, metal

bar to which FIRST DOCTOR iS clinging is strong enough to bear his

weight. CHILDREN shriek happily and head for best seats.

Enter STRANGERS dressed in sandals, cowboy hats, and wispy beards.

They are carrying loudspeakers and microphone stands. Exeunt

OMNES to help them. FIRST DOCTOR remains half-invisible in roof,
making incoherent noises. Tableau. Re-enter OMNES, carrying more

loudspeakers and cable. STRANGERS croak and grasp their throats.

FIRST DOCTOR, now flushed and dusty, descends ladder and exits.

Pregnant pause. Re-enter FIRST DOCTOR with crate of ale. OMNES drink.

Suddenly all six loudspeakers blast out punk rock music at deafening
volume. TECHNICAL DIRECTOR crawls beaming over tangle of cable and

gives thumbs-up sign. STRANGERS beam back. DOCTORS turn pale.
Silence again. Somewhere in roof SOLICITOR'S disembodied voice is

heard cursing. Spotlights go on and off apparently at random, while

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR raps out instructions sounding like trigonometric
formulae. STRANGERS apply lengths of insulating tape to anything that

moves. Loudspeakers repeatedly count up to three. FIRST DOCTOR

searches in vain for full can of ale. SECOND DOCTOR plays piano intro-

spectively. Finally the ladder is taken down with a crash. The comedy
can begin.-JAMES OWEN DRIFE (lecturer in obstetrics and gynae-
cology, Bristol).
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